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About This Game

January 21, 1968… A B-52G bomber crashes in the Arctic Ocean and an atom bomb goes missing. It has remained missing...
until now… The CIA has learned that a notorious Russian mafia boss, Yebievdenko, has the weapon and wants to sell it to a
ruthless Libyan ruler. As a member of a special unit, you must stop this deadly arms deal. The destiny of the world is in your

hands!

A special kind of third-person action shooter: set out in breathtaking pursuit of dangerous terrorists!

Diverse missions and a series of new assignments: complete all the challenges; action-packed combat missions, stealth
missions and hot pursuits in vehicles!

A massive arsenal of different weapons and vehicles: use all the means available to you to catch the criminals!
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Hours of gameplay fun: either solo or with friends: complete 9 single-player levels and show what you’re made of in 3
different online Multiplayer modes!

Detailed graphics: fight in realistic settings from Greenland to Libya!
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Title: Global Ops: Commando Libya
Genre: Action
Developer:
Spectral Games
Publisher:
Immanitas Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7

Processor: AMD or Intel dual-core processor 2.2 GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI or nVidia graphic card with at least 256 MB

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 6 GB HD space

Sound: DirectX 9 compatible soundcard

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Polish
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PROS: This is sweet. Exactly what I wanted. Batting cage VR simulator with fun game modes thrown in.

CONS: I like to play with only one controller for a more natural baseball swing. This works fine, BUT between rounds the game
can't seem to remember which controller is the bat. I'm constantly having to go pick up my second controller and swap it out..
Much scares, so wow, many cute

+ : eerie atmosphere, ok graphics, trading cards, "puzzles" - but some were original, multiple endings, soundtrack was great

- : lack of sprint and jump after chapter 1, clumsy dumsy endings, "wicked" boss fight, short, menu orientation, lighting

recommended gamma 3 or 4

tbh - one jumpscare was well made (that silly wooden cross above the copper key)

I liked the first one better, still playable game 6/10 would collect embers again (or what was it at the "boss fight" part). Very
simple design yet fun to play. Great concept and the music fits the game very well.. so i just got this game and it was on the
christmas update and i was on the snowmobile level and instead of a snowmobile i had santa on skis so i couldn't move forward
and pass the level am i forgetting something or is this a bug.. It's good and adds useful new parts and a mission system but the
upcoming breaking ground DLC looks like it will be better.. WoW... Uh... The dialog is virtually unreadable, it is worse than the
most raw manga scantilation you can find... if I were the developer I would be embarrased to release this without some kind of
proofreading, let alone editing.
Oh, and the voice acting... is she sucking on an orange or something? I seriously found the only sex scene I played through in the
prelude to be, well, sort of dumb, do they even know how to kiss?
Seriously, if you do not get this in a bundle, just walk away... walk away!. Nice, atmospheric add-on for sure. If you buy it in the
TS2016 edition, or otherwise get the Gas Turbine, you get 15 extra scenarios.
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However, there are quite frequent issues with the scenarios, cars and locos included with this pack (there is a thread or two
every week on the forums). Trains get separated, the brakes get stuck, timings are off, switches set wrong or just an emergency
penalty while rolling with released brakes. It's really hard to enjoy the otherwise cool six-pack of scenarios when it is so shaken
and full of bugs.

If you decide to play this - save often.. No one problem is the help locks up; the game.. This was a decent and interesting story. I
loved getting to know these characters for what I could, but I do feel like there was a lot of information that just simply never
got used like it could have. Regardless, I'm still giving this a 9\/10 and it's a must read.. Superb, the improvements made more
than justify the cost to me - ice feels like twice the challenge it was in DR1, and that's only increased by using the RGT class.

I only hope Codemasters feel free to give Finland the same treatment as this.
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The game - a masterpiece!. Persistent crashes. Waiting for fix.. This is a fun puzzle game to figure out once. I don't recommend
paying more than $5 though.. I do like this game for the fact that the travelling reminds me of Star Trails of Arkania for the
random encounters and decision making.

The dice RNG does add a bit of strategy, but there have been many times where it simply was impossible to continue further
during certain mandatory encounters.

All in all though, a beautiful piece of art, decent casual trading game (buy low, sell high), and okay story so far, though perhaps
a bit melodramatic.
. They had to make a prequel..
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